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ABSTRACT

Spherical rolling robots offer a number of advantages over traditional wheeled robots. Their
geometry allows for increased mobility and the inability to tip over, while their enclosed design
provides protection for the electronic and mechanical components driving the robot. However,
these advantages come with significantly more complex system dynamics, with design
parameters impacting system performance in sometimes non-intuitive ways.

This thesis explores the effect of different design parameters such as sphere mass and center of
mass location on the performance of a spherical rolling robot. A kinematic and dynamic model
of the system was created, along with a first iteration of the mechanical design to generate
realistic starting values for the simulation. The system dynamics were linearized and used to
design a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controller. Sphere mass and center of mass location
were varied across a range of values and simulated to analyze the system's ability to quickly
converge to position and velocity set points. This study found that increasing the mass of the
sphere resulted in a linear increase in settling time, while increasing the radial distance between
the center of mass and the sphere caused an exponential decrease in settling time, up until a
critical point.

Thesis Supervisor: Sangbae Kim
Tile: Associate Professor
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Section 1: Introduction

1.1: Spherical Robot Overview

Spherical rolling robots are interesting devices that offer a number of advantages over

traditional wheeled robots. One large benefit of a spherical design is its inherent stability. A

spherical rolling robot cannot be tipped over, allowing it to endure large disturbances while

remaining operational. Spherical robots can also be designed to be holonomic, or capable of

moving instantaneously in any direction. The enclosed nature of ball-shaped robots provides the

components within the drive mechanism protection from external contaminants and impact loads

while also providing a smooth and safe exterior for humans to interact with. These advantages can

make spherical robots attractive solutions for applications involving traversing rough terrain,

surviving falls and impacts, and interacting with humans [1].

1.2: Mechanism Types

Spherical robots typically move by shifting the location of their center of mass within the

sphere, creating a torque that causes the robot to roll in the desired direction. This type of design,

referred to as Barycenter Offset Design (BCO) [2], can be accomplished with a number of different

mechanisms, and a single optimal design has yet to emerge. One solution is to use a wheel-based

design, in which a wheeled platform drives up the inside of the sphere, shifting the center of mass

and causing the robot to rotate. Additional spherical bearings or wheels are often included to

prevent the drive unit from tipping within the ball, and a gyroscope or IMU can also be added to

allow for closed loop control. This type of mechanism is used in the Star Wars BB8 droid and

Sphero 2 toys produced by Sphero, Inc, an example of which can be seen in Figure 1-1 below [3].

7
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Figure 1-1: Sphero 2, a spherical rolling robot toy that uses Figure 1-2: GroundBot, a pendulum driven security robot
internal drive wheels to move designed by Rotundus inc ^[4]
https://pph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-gimg-
895c3fd6ab66022c7b021a76198311f6-c z

Another common BCO design is a pendulum-based design, where an actuator is mounted

to a weighted pendulum which rotates to shift the center of mass of the system. One example of a

pendulum-driven system is GroundBot by Rotundus, a spherical robot designed for security

applications seen in Figure 1-2 above [4]. Pendulum-driven robots have the advantage of being

cheap and easy to build, but have difficulty driving up steep inclines.

While BCO designs account for the majority of spherical robots, other propulsion methods

exist as well. Shell transformation robots such as Kim's Kisbot [5] are propelled by causing the

external sphere of the robot to transform in shape to push the robot in the desired direction.

Exploration has also been done into wind-powered spherical robots, such as the tumbleweed-

inspired design proposed by NASA seen in Figure 1-4 to utilize the strong winds on the surface of

Mars as a power source for next generation rovers [6].

8
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Rotational
Semi-sphere

Figure 1- 3: KisBot, a spherical robot propelled by arms that extend and Figure 1- 4: Tumbleweed-inspired wind-
retract from the outer shell [5] powered robot from NASA [7]

1.3: Thesis Purpose

The variety of spherical rolling robot designs illustrates the importance of considering how

design parameters impact the performance of the system, as certain parameters such as actuator

torque and center of mass location can have tradeoffs in terms of desired system behavior. For

instance, designing a spherical robot with strong disturbance rejection requires higher actuator

torque (and thus lower speed), while a robot that prioritizes high top speed would require a high

speed, low torque actuator. The goal of this thesis is to use system modelling to decide on optimal

spherical robot design parameters for different applications. This paper focuses on optimizing the

design of a wheel-based BCO robot for disturbance rejection and acceleration, examining how

varying different aspects of the design, namely sphere mass and center of mass location, impact

these performance areas.

1.4: Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on the kinematic and dynamic

modelling of the spherical robot system. Section 3 focuses on the design of the first iteration of the

robot. Section 4 details the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controller design, and section 5

focuses on the simulation results. Finally, section 6 contains the summary and conclusion.
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Section 2: Modelling

2.1: Kinematic Modelling

Prior to designing the specific of the spherical rolling robot, a kinematic and dynamic

model was constructed. The model was created with the following assumptions

1. The wheel of the robot rolls without slipping on the inside of the sphere

2. The external sphere rolls in a straight line without slipping on the ground

3. The internal drive mechanism has no frictional losses

4. The inertia of the wheel is negligible

I i

Rs 6 bRw

YY

0 x 0 X

Figure 2-I : Simplified spherical robot model with state variables and Figure 2-2: Simplified spherical robot model with radii indicated

actuator torque

Variable descriptions

XS ,Ys Position of sphere with respect to ground reference frame

Xb ,Yb Position of body center of mass with respect to ground frame

Os Angle of reference line on sphere with respect to the y-axis

Ob Angle of body with respect to reference line on sphere

MS Mass of spherical shell

10



mb Mass of body

IS Inertia of sphere
Ib Inertia of body
Rs Radius of sphere
Rcm Radius of body center of mass
RW Radius at which wheel contacts the inside surface of the sphere
r Radius of the wheel

y Gravitational acceleration constant
T Applied motor torque acting at the wheel

A simplified model of the spherical robot can be seen in Figure 2-1 and 2-2 above. A fixed two-

dimensional coordinate system was established at the ground level. The coordinates of the sphere

were defined as (xs,ys), and the coordinates of the robot body was defined as (xb,yb). These

coordinates can be written as:

Xs= OsRS (1)

ys = Rs (2)

Xb = xs + RcM sin(Os + 0 b) (3)

Yb = ys - RcMcos(OS + 0b) (4)

The velocities of the body were obtained by differentiating equations (3) and (4):

xb = xs + Rcm (s + 6b) cos(Os + 0 b) (5)

Yb = Rcm(Os + dOb)sin(Os + 0 b) (6)

Differentiating equations (5) and (6) yields the system accelerations:

b s- s CM + b sin(s+ 0Ob) + Rcm(k + Jb) cos(A + ) (7)

Yb = Rcm(s + 6b) 2 cos(Os + Ob) + Rcm(Os + JO) sin(Os + Ob) (8)

11



2.2: Dynamics Modelling

Equations of motion for the system were derived using the Lagrange Method. The

Lagrange is written as follows

L = T - P (9)

Where T is equal to the total kinetic energy of the system and P is equal to the total potential energy

of the system. A simplified model of the system can be seen in Figure 2-1, where the ground is

defined as the zero potential energy surface. The total energy values were obtained by calculating

the respective energies of the spherical shell and the robot body and summing them together. The

kinetic and potential energy of the sphere can be written as follows:

1 1 .2
Tsphere - 1 ms= s 2 + -IS6S2 (10)

Psphere = msgR (11)

For the body, the kinetic and potential energies can be written as:

1 2 1 .
Tbody = m bx +-2Ib(s+ (12)

Pbody = mbgyb (13)

Summing these values together gives the systems total potential and kinetic energies:

1 2 )+1 'b6 +0) +I6

(msy2 + mss + 2 + b (14)

P = msgR + mbgyb (15)

Plugging equations (14) and (15) into equation (9) returns the Lagrange

L 2(Ms 2 + msYs 2 1 +*2 + IS.S2) - (msgR + mbgyb) (16)
2-mxb ++ Oh 2  (16)

The Lagrange can be used to obtain the systems equation of motion using the relationship:

d (dL _L

= Q. (17)
dt aqt aqj

12



Where qj is the ith generalized coordinate of the system and Q is the non-conservative force

associated with that coordinate. QS and 0 b, the relative angles of the outer sphere and internal

body respectively, were selected as generalized coordinates. Since the only input force to the

system is from the motor torque -r, Q, and Qb are equal to the torques applied by the motor on

the sphere and robot body respectively. For a motor torque T, a contact force of -- is applied to
r

the bottom of the sphere. After multiplying this force by the sphere's radius, the torque applied to

the sphere can be computed as:

T

S= -- RS (18)

Similarly, the torque applied to the body can be computed as:

T
Qb = (Rw - Rcm - r) (19)r

By plugging equation (16) and (18) into (17) and evaluating for qj = Os, the equations of motion

for the sphere was obtained. Similarly, plugging equation (16) and (19) into (17) with qi =

Ob returns the equation of motion for the robot body. These values were evaluated using the

MATLAB script found in Appendix A.
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Section 3: Mechanical Design

3.1: Design Overview

After constructing a dynamic model of the basic system, an initial design was created. The

overall structure is similar to that of most standard BCO wheeled spherical robots, consisting of

an external shell, two drive wheels powered by motors that drive up the inside of the shell, an

omni-wheel in contact with the top of the shell to prevent the robot from tipping, and the necessary

electronics to power the motors. The following design requirements were used to make decisions.

1. The robot's components must be easy to manufacture

2. All components of the robot must fit inside a 12-inch diameter sphere

3. The robot must be able to operate continuously for 1 hour on a single charge

4. The robot must be able to reach a speed of 5 m/s

Components were selected based on their ability to meet the design requirements and how

accessible they were. For motor selection, the power required to roll a sphere of mass 5 kg at a

speed of 5 m/s with a startup time of 2 seconds was calculated. The kinetic energy of a thin sphere

rolling without slipping with the desired properties is written as:

2
K = - mv2 = 104.17 J (20)6

Dividing this by 2 seconds yields a minimum power requirement of

A E 104.17 J
P = -- = = 52.08 W (21)

At 2 s

Based on this information and considering power losses due to friction, two 90W RE35 Maxon

motors and motor controllers were selected. The operation time requirement was used to select a

battery. Assuming an operation time of I hour at the previously calculated power, a battery

specification of 53 Watt-hour can be calculated. To meet this requirement, a 6000 mA-hour 15V

14



LiPo battery was selected, with an energy of 90 Watt-hours. A NI MyRio was selected as the

microcontroller for its ease of use, and the robot structure was built with water jet aluminum

components and standoffs. A CAD model of the first iteration of the spherical robot design can be

seen below.

Figure 3-1: Initial CAD model of spherical ic//mng robot

tow

top* ~ * 4 ~u.

Figure 3-2: Initial CAD model of spherical rolling robot (Exploded View)
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The numerical values for the variables used in the dynamic modelling were evaluated in

Solidworks.

MS Mass of spherical shell= 1.18 kg

mb Mass of body = 2 kg

IS Inertia of sphere = 0.0 16 kg-iM 2

Ib Inertia of body = 0.0 13 kg-m2

Rs Radius of sphere = 0.146 m
Rcm Radius of body center of mass = 0.04 m
RW Radius at which wheel contacts the inside surface of the sphere 0.112 m
r Radius of wheel= 0.03 m

3.2: Variables for Optimization

Once a first design iteration was completed, design variables were selected based on which

factors could be reasonably modified while still fitting the size constraints and using the same

components. The variables selected were:

Rcm Radius of body center of mass
MS Mass of sphere

Where the radius of the center of mass is determined by weight distribution within the robot and

the mass of the sphere is changed by modifying sphere thickness and material.

16



Section 4: Controller Design

4.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator Overview:

A linear quadratic regulator (LQR) feedback controller was selected to control the robot.

LQR is advantageous in this application because it is able to find the optimal pole placement for

the closed loop system based on a cost function considering the convergence of the state variables

and actuator effort. It is also linear, making it relatively easy to implement with low computational

power.

4.2: Linearized Equations of Motion

In order to apply LQR, the equations of motion of the system derived in section 2 must be

linearized and put into the form.

q=Aq+ Br (22)

Where 4 is the derivative of the state vector 4 = [Q Ob & Jb]T ,and T is the actuator torque.

This was accomplished by computing Jacobian matrices of the state variables and their derivatives.

Ox1  axn
(23)

ax, axn

Where x = q for the A matrix and x = - for the B matrix. The equations of motion were linearized

about the point 0s = Ob = 6, = 6b = 0. After setting the Jacobian to 0 at this point, the A and B

matrices were computed using MATLAB.

4.3: Change of Basis

While using the relative angles 0, and Ob as state variables were convenient for computing

the equations of motion, it is more intuitive to track and control absolute positions of the robot

body and external sphere with respect to the ground. The variables x and 0, representing the x-

17



position of the center of the sphere and the absolute angle of the robot body with respect to the

vertical were selected. The following relationships can be derived between the absolute states and

relative states.

x = OSRS (24)

(25)0 = OS + Ob

Differentiating equations (24) and (25) with respect to time yields the following additional

relationships:

x= $sRs

0 = $ + 0b

(26)

(27)

These equations were used to construct the following transformation matrix T to covert between

q = [is 6b S $b]T and q = [x 0 6 $T

'RS 0 0 0~

T 1 1 0 0
0 0 RS 0

. 0 0 1 1.

The A and B matrices were converted to the new basis.

AT= T-1AT

BT = TB

4.3: Cost Function and Control Law

(28)

(29)

(30)

Once the linearized dynamics of the system in the desired basis was obtained, a cost

function was constructed in the form

qfQqT+ UTRudt (31)

In this formulation, Q is a matrix that determines the relative importance of each of the states to

the controller, and R is a scalar that scales the importance of actuator effort. Increasing a diagonal

18



value in the Q matrix increases the cost of slow convergence of that respective state, while

increasing the value of R increases the cost of high control effort. Since LQR selects gain values

that minimize overall cost, increasing Q and R result in the system prioritizing minimizing

convergence time and minimizing actuator effort respectively. Since both position and velocity

convergence was of roughly equal importance, the following Q matrix was selected for the

controller.

1

Rs

Q = 1 1 (32)

Rs
1

With the entries corresponding to the variables x and ; being scaled by 1/Rs to account for the

difference in units. Since actuator effort was also of roughly equal importance, an R value of 1 was

selected. Inputting the transformed matrices AT and BT into the lqr command in MATLAB along

with Q and R yielded the control matrix K.This matrix was used in the control law to determine

actuator torque

T= -K(qT - qT,desired) (34)

19



Section 5: Simulation Result

5.1: Setup

To evaluate the performance of the spherical robot as the variables of the sphere's mass

ms and center of mass location RcM were changed, a simulation was constructed. LQR was used

to compute a gain matrix K for each combination of system parameters. The MATLAB solver

ode45 was used to solve for the value of the transformed state vectors qe = [x 0 ; O]T at

discrete time steps given the equations of motion, control law, and initial condition of the system.

An animation that plotted the sphere and internal robot's position at each time step was created to

allow for easy visualization of the system's performance, as seen in Figure 5-1 below.

0.2

0.15

.1s

0.05

.0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 O.5 0.1 0.15 02
x poesIkinm 

Figure 5-1: MA TLAB animation of spherical rolling robot

5.2: Gain Matrix

Gain matrices of the form K = [K1 K2 K3 14] corresponding to the transformed state variables

q = [x 9 t O] were calculated for different values of sphere mass and center of mass radius.

Mass was varied from 0.5 kg to 8 kg in increments of 0.5 kg, with additional points measured at

20



0.25 kg and 1.18 kg. A plot of each gain value as a function of sphere mass can be seen in Figure

5-2 below.

20

-20

>-40C

-601

-80 F

1n I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Mass of Sphere [kg]

Figure 5-2: Gain matrix values as a function of sphere mass in kg

Gain value K3, corresponding to the state I, became consistently more negative for larger values

of sphere mass, while the remaining gains stayed roughly constant.

Center of mass location was varied from 0.01 m to 0.08 m in increments of 0.01 m, with

additional values recorded at RcM= 0.005 m and 0.0818 m. A plot of each gain value as a center

of mass radius can be seen in Figure 5-3 below.

21
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-20-

-40-

1-60 3

CU
*-80-

-100 -

I.KI-120 - AK2-

a K-140 - 3.

-160 1 1
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

Center of Mass Radius [m]
Figure 5-3: Gain matrix values as afunction of center of mass radius in meters

Gain value K3, corresponding to the state i, increased in value logarithmically and decreased in

magnitude as center of mass radius increased, while the remaining gains stayed roughly constant.

5.3: Disturbance Rejection

Once gain matrices were computed, the performance of the system under different criteria

was analyzed. The first criteria analyzed was disturbance rejection, specifically the robot's ability

to return to the default position of qT = [0 0 0 Of in the shortest time. In order to stay within the

linear regime, an initial angular disturbance of 10 degrees was imposed, and the settling time,

defined as the time it takes for the steady state error to decrease to a threshold value of 10', was

measured for sphere masses varying from 0.5 kg to 8 kg in increments of 0.5 kg , with additional

22



points measured at 0.25 kg and 1.18 kg. Plots of select step responses can be seen in Figure 5-4.

A plot of settling time as a function of sphere mass can be seen below in Figure 5-5.

0.5

0

-0.5

C
0

x

1

1.5

-2

-2.5

x 10-3

- - - --- -------- ------------

.-. M s = 0.25

- -MS = 1-18 -

M s=4
-.-Ms = 8

0 20 40 60 80 100
Time [9]

Figure 5-4: X-position step response for select sphere mn
settling time window of 10-m. Units for m. are in kg.

120 140 160 180 200

asses. Black lines indicate
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60-
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5

45 III

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Mass of Sphere [kg]

Figure 5-5: Settling lime as afunction of sphere mass for position control. Black curve represents a linear fit

Settling time was found to increase linearly with sphere mass at a slope of 5.5 s/kg.

Disturbance rejection was also measured as a function of center of mass radius RCM.

RcM was varied between 0.01 and 0.09 m with a step size of 0.01 with additional points measured

at 0.005 m and 0.0818 m. Plots of select stable step responses and settling times can be seen in

Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 below.
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Running the simulation revealed that increasing RcM above a critical value of 0.0818 m, equal to

the center of the wheel location R, - r, resulted in the system going unstable. Increasing RcM

prior to this point resulted in an exponential decay in settling time, following a function of t, -

15.27Rcmj0 4 1 2 s

5.4: Velocity Control

The second criteria analyzed was the speed at which the spherical robot was able to

converge to a desired linear velocity k. A desired speed of 0.02 m/s was used for the simulation,

and an initial body displacement of 10 degrees was imposed. The settling time of the system was

measured for sphere masses varying from 0.5 kg to 8 kg in increments of 0.5 kg , with additional

points measured at 0.25 kg and 1.18 kg. Plots of select step responses can be seen in Figure 5-8.

A plot of settling time as a function of sphere mass can be seen below in Figure 5-9.
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Increasing sphere mass caused settling time to increase at a linear rate of approximately 5.28

second/kg.

Velocity convergence was also measured as a function of center of mass radius RCM-

RcM was varied between 0.01 m and 0.09 m, with additional points measured at 0.005 m and

0.0818 m. Plots of select stable step responses and settling times can be seen in Figure 5-8 and

Figure 5-9 below.
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0.015
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Figure 5-11: Settling time as a function of center of mass position. Black curve represents an exponential fit. Red line indicates
critical center of mass radius above which system goes unstable.

Running the simulation revealed that increasing RCM above a critical value of 0.0818 m, equal to

the center of the wheel location RW - r, resulted in the system going unstable. Increasing RCM

prior to this point resulted in an exponential decay in settling time, following the function t, =

4 .6 18 Rcm -0-

5.5: Discussion

Simulating the system for different sphere masses and center of mass positions shows that

increasing the sphere's mass increases settling time at a roughly linear rate, and increasing the

distance from the center of mass to the sphere's center causes an exponential decrease in settling

time up until a critical point for both position and velocity control. This behavior seems to inversely

correlate to value of K3 in the gain matrix. K3 decreases linearly with sphere mass and increases

logarithmically with center of mass distance, suggesting that the change in controller gain values
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is a contributing factor to the system's behavior. The overall system dynamics likely contribute to

the data as well. Increasing sphere mass increases the system's overall inertia, making it slower to

accelerate from rest and explaining the increased damping at higher mass values.

5.6: Design Recommendations

Based on these trends, a design that minimizes sphere mass and has a large center of mass

radius while staying below 0.08 m is recommended for minimizing position and velocity settling

time. A low sphere mass can be accomplished by using lightweight material like plastic with a

small thickness. Using a 12-inch diameter polyethylene plastic ball with a thickness of 0.125

inches would reduce the sphere weight from 1.18 kg to 0.76 kg, so this could be an appropriate

choice for the outer sphere given that the structure must also be stiff enough to not deform

significantly under the weight of the robot. Since the benefits in settling time for increasing center

of mass position taper off as it nears the instability point of 0.0818 m, a center of mass radius of

around 0.06 m could make a reasonable choice. This puts the center of mass a safe distance away

from the instability point while only causing an increase of two seconds in settling time compared

to the minimum value. This lower center of mass could be achieved by lowering the location of

the motors in the original design, or by adding weight to the bottom of the robot.
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Section 6: Summary and Conclusion

6.1: Conclusions

This thesis found that increasing the mass of the sphere resulted in a linear increase in

settling time for both sphere position and velocity. Increasing the center of mass radius resulted in

an exponential decay in settling time for both sphere position and velocity up until a critical point

of RW - r was reached, after which the system became unstable. Based on this information,

minimizing the mass of the sphere and maximizing the distance of the center of mass from the

center of the sphere up until the critical point are the best design decisions for converging to the

desired setpoint the fastest for the controller used in this study. Based on realistic sphere materials

and geometries, a sphere mass of 0.76 kg was selected. A center of mass position of 0.06 m from

the center of the sphere was chosen, balancing the diminishing returns in increasing settling time

further with the danger of designing too close to the instability point.

6.2: Limitations and Next Steps

This study has a number of limitations. First, the linearized system dynamics used in LQR

are only valid for small angles, meaning that applying large angle disturbances would result in the

system going unstable. The simulation also did not consider friction, transmission backlash, system

compliance, sampling rate, control rate, or other real-world phenomenon that would impact the

actual system's performance. The values in this study for sphere mass and center of mass position

were chosen by hand and changed independently rather than evaluated using an optimization

script. Potential next steps for this study would be to create a program that selects the sphere mass

and center of mass combination that provides optimal performance and to test the controllers

performance on the physical robot to verify the model's accuracy.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Code

This code calculates the values of the state variables x, theta, dx, and dtheta. It takes the system
parameters as inputs.

ci;e a
close ;

global ms mr R s R w r w r cm I r I s k g T r q_T ref

m s = 5; 'mass of sphere [k-
m r = 2; 0 mass of robot body
R_s = 0.146; %radius of sphere
R_w = 0.112; iconta t radius of
r w = 0.0301625; % heel radius ['m
r cm = 0.04; cradis from center of circle to
I r = 0.0135518; wheel moment of inertia [kg*m^2]
I_s = 2/3*m_s*Rs^2; %sphere moment of inertia [kg*m'2]
g = 9.81; JI[m/s^2]
k = [ -2.6171 0.6687 -44.5023 0.9631];

k = [0 0 ;

q_Tref = [0;0;0.02;0]; icontrolled variable (xsi thxta g; dx s; dtheta q)

T r = [Rs 0 0 0;
dY s, dthetag

1 1 0 0; Wh
position of robot body

0
0

ransformation matrix from states to [X s, theta g,

ere X s = x position of sphere and tCheta q global

0 R s 0;
0 1 1];

q_T_reftransform = Tr*q_T_ref;

qO [0; 10 ; 0; 0]*pi/180;
Tsim = 200;

controlied variable (x s; theta g; dx s;

[T, Q] = ode45(@SIM,[0 Tsim],qO);
THETAS =Q(:,);

THETAB =Q(:,2);

DTHETAS = Q(:,3);
DTHETAB = Q(:,4)

Tau = -k*(Q'-qTreftransform);

X S = THETAS*R s;
DX S = DTHETAS*R s;
Y S = R_s*ones(size(X_S));

X B = X S + r cm*sin(THETA S +THETAB);
Y B = R s - r cm*cos(THETA B +THETA S);
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dT = 0.04;
T d = 0:dT:Tsim;
THETA_ S d = interpl(T,THETAS,T_d);
THETA B d = -interpl(T,THETAB,T_d);
tic

for i = 1:length(T-d)

animate(THETA S d(i),THETA B d(i),1)

toc

LQR

This code calculates the gain matrix values using LQR. It takes the system parameters and the
cost function components Q and R as inputs.

global ms mr Rs Rw r w r cm I r Is g

A = [0, 0, 1, 0;
0, 0, 0, 1;
(Rs*g*m r^2*r cm^2)/(Is*m r*R s^2*rcm^2 + I r*I s*R s^2 +

m r*m s*r cm^2 + Ir*mr + Ir*ms),
(Rs*g*m r^2*rcm^2)/(Is*mr*R s^2*rcm^2 + I r*I s*Rs^2 + m r*m s*rcm^2 +
I_r*mr + Ir*m_s), 0, 0;

-(I s*g*r w*R s^2*m r*r cm + g*r w*R s*m r^2*r cm^2 + g*r w*m r^2*r cm +
g*m s*r w*m r*r_cm)/(r_w*(I_s*m r*R s^2*r cmA2 + I r*I s*R s^2 +
m r*m s*r cmA2 + I_r*mr + I r*ms)), -(I s*g*r w*R sA2*m r*rcm +
g*r_w*R s*m r^2*r cmA2 + g*rw*m rA2*rcm +
g*m s*r w*m r*r_cnm)/(rw*(I_s*m r*R s^2*r cm^2 + Ir*I s*R sA2 +
m r*m__s *r cmA2 + I r*mr + Ir*m_s)), 0, 0];

B = [0;

0;
-(R s*(I r*R s^2 + I r*R s*R w + R sA2*m r*r cmA2 - I r*R s*r w +

R w*m r*rcm - m r*r cm*r _w + R_s*R w*m r*r cmA2 -
R s*m r*r cmA2*r w))/(r_w*(I_s*m r*R sA2*r_cmA2 + I r*I s*R sA2 +
m r*m s*r _cmA2 + I r*m r + I r*m_s));

(R w*m r + R w*m s - m r*r w - m s*r w + I r*R s^3 + R_s^3*mr*rcm^2 +
I r*R sA2*R w + I s*R sA2*R w - I r*R sA2*r w - I s*R sA2*r w +
R sA2*m r*r cm - 2*R _s*m r*r cm*rw + R s^2*R w*m r*r cm^2 -
R sA2*m r*r cmA2*r w + 2*R s*RP w*m r*r cm)/(r w*(I s*m r*R sA2*r cm^2 +
I_r*I s*R sA2 + m r*m s*r cmA2 + Ir*mr + I r*ms))];

T r = [R_s 0 0 0; ransforimation matrix from states to [X s, theta ,
dx s, dthetao

1 1 0 0; SW hhere X s = x position of sphere and theta q = global

position cf robitbd

S0 R s 0;
0 0 1 1];
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A 2 = T r*A/T r;

B 2 = T r*B;

Q = diag([1/R s 1 1/R s 1]); %Cost function ror states (higher valae means i

prioriti e s d of r4.s4

R = 1;

[K, S, E] = lqr (A_2, B_2, Q, R);

Animation

This code creates an animation of the spherical robot moving with time. It takes the system
parameters and the state and time vectors as inputs.

function movinggraph = animate (THETAS, THETAB, n)

global m s m r R s R w r w r cm I r I s tau

X S = THETA S*R s;
Y S = R s*ones(size(XS));

X B = X S - r_cm*sin(THETAS +THETAB); INIOTE:
after this to X_2-rcmrsin theta st'eta b)

Y B = R s - r cm*cos(THETA B +THETAS);

Chanced all of the X equations

X Wheel = X S -(R w-r w)*sin(THETA S +THETAB);
YWheel = R s -(R w-r w)*cos(THETAS +THETAB);

X line = X S -(R w-2*rw)*sin(THETAS +THETAB);
Y line = R s -(R w-2*r w)*cos(THETAS +THETA B);

figure (n) ;
plot(X_S+R s*cos(0:0.001:2*pi),R_s+R_s*sin(0:0.001:2*pi),
of s-here

hold on

'LineWidth' ,3) %Plot

plot( [XS,X line] , [R s,Y line], 'k-', 'TLineWidth',3) I Plot of line f rom center
of sphere to ecge of wheei
plot (X B, Y B, 'b*') Plot robot center o mass
plot(XWheel+r w*cos(0:0.001:2*pi),YWheel+r-w*sin(0:0.001:2*pi), ' Lineridth',
2) kP-ot of wheel

axis equal
xlabel ( 'X pos ition
ylabel('Y position.
hold off

[m] ' )
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end

Lagrange

This code symbolically calculates the equations of motion for the system. It also calculates the
linearized A and B matrices used in LQR.

x s = thetas/Rs;
dxs = dtheta_s/R s;

x r = x s + rcm*sin(thetab +theta s);

y r = R s - rcm*cos(theta b +theta s);

dxr = dx s + rcm*cos (thetab + thetas)*(dthetas + dthetab);
dyr = r-cm*sin(theta_b + theta_s)*(dtheta_b + dtheta_s);

Kinetic Energy of Sphere

K s = 1/2*m s*dx s^2 + I s/2*dtheta s^2;
P s = m_s*g*R s;

K r = m r/2* (dx r^2 +dy r^2) + I r/2*(dtheta b + dtheta s)^2;
Pr = m-r*g*y-r;

K = K s + K r;
P = P r+P s;
L = K-P;

dL theta s = simplify(diff(L,theta s), 'Steps',200);
dL-dthetas = simplify(diff(L,dthetas), 'Steps',200);
ddL__dthetas = simplify(diff(dLdthetas,dthetas)*ddthetas +
diff(dLdthetas,thetas)*dthetas + diff(dLdthetas,thetab)*dtheta b +
diff(dLdtheta_s,dtheta_b)*ddtheta_b,'St eps',200);

dLthetab = simplify(diff(L,thetab),'Steps',200);
dL dtheta b = simplify(diff(L, dtheta b),'Steps',200);
ddLdthetab = simplify(diff(dLdtheta_b,dthetab)*ddthetab +
diff(dL _dthet a_b,thetab)*dthetab + diff(dLdthetab,theta_s)*dtheta s +
diff(dLdthetab,dtheta_s)*ddthetas, 'Steps',200);

Q_b = simplify(ddLdthetab - dL_theta b,'Steps',200);
Q s = simplify(ddLdtheta s - dL theta s,'Steps',200);
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EOM = A\b;
theta__s_EOM = simplify(EOM(1),'Steps',500);
theta_b_EOM = simplify(EOM(2),'Steps',500);

f = [dtheta_ s;dthetab;thet a_s_EOM;theta_b_EOM];
x = [thetas; thetab; dthetas; dtheta-b];

A = jacobian(f,x);
B = jacobian(f,tau);

A linear = subs(A, [thetab thet a_s dthet a_b dtheta s],[Q 0 0 0]);
B linear = subs(B, [theta_b theta_s dtheta_b dtheta_s],[0 0 0 0]);
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